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The world of plastic continues to  
grow at a rapid rate—not so much in  
new formulations, but defiantly in new 
applications, new technologies, and  
new composites. 

So where is this colossal group of plastic 
materials moving as it continues to carve 
its way through every part of our lives? 
How do we track these new 
developments, and how do they shift our 
definition of an industry that continues to 
evolve so rapidly? 

In the broadest terms, plastics form a 
group of materials that is defined by its 
ability to be easily shaped, but with new 
composite materials appearing, merging 
plastics with metals and woods, and 
infiltrating industries such as glass and 
ceramics, plastic is not only easily 
shaped but also a melting pot of 
crossovers. This is a challenge to how 
we define plastics in terms of their use, 
applications, and cultural significance. 
What role will plastics have in enhancing 
values and emotions in our future 
products, and also in fulfilling the 

ecological considerations that are 
becoming ever more important? After  
all, the world of materials is a diverse 
place: sometimes it is all about technical 
details; on other occasions the issues 
are primarily cultural. Sometimes the 
debates revolve around global trends  
and shifts, while in the case of wood  
and ceramics, they are more usually 
about local concerns. 

For designers, plastic is an infinitely 
adaptable material, which easily takes  
on complex shapes—a material with the 
latent potential to be squeezed, pulled, 
injected, foamed, and sandwiched. In his 
seminal book The Material of Invention, 
Ezio Manzini talks of materials in 
transformation. He compares trying to 
capture a snapshot of materials to taking 
a group photograph where everyone is in 
a constant state of movement. This great 
analogy expresses the difficulty of trying 
to capture not just the essence of a 
group of materials that contains 
thousands of variables, but also how  
to record them. From a different 
perspective Roland Barthes describes 

Introduction plastic thus, “more than a substance, 
plastic is the very idea of its infinite 
transformation; as its everyday name 
indicates, it is ubiquity made visible.”

This book examines some of the most 
important research in the field of 
plastics, and how these are explored in 
relation to a broad range of products. 
Within this book there are iconic plastic 
products, and also materials such as 
Velcro, a semiformed plastic that lacks 
the neatness of classification as molding, 
fixing mechanism, tape, or textile. Plastic 
epitomizes mass production and low 
cost, while also being a material of 
“infinite transformation.” 

But some of the strongest additions to 
the family of plastic materials are from 
the area of ecological plastics. Plastics 
that are not only derived from rapidly 
renewable sources, but are also 
biodegradable and compostable. Here 
the definition of plastics is shifting from 
being the environmental criminal to a 
material that comes from nature and 
returns to nature. With these new 

materials manufacturers are, for the  
first time, having to think about how  
to unmake the products that they have 
become so efficient at making. The book 
illustrates and presents a number of 
producers internationally who are 
making biopolymers from agricultural 
products, such as corn. One of the biggest 
markets for these new environmental 
plastics is in the packaging industry, 
where the issue of ecofriendly disposal is 
increasingly a major focus and, for some 
companies, a brand differentiator.

The ecological issue is also being dealt 
with from a recycling perspective. The 
millions of PET bottles that get discarded 
every day are now being shredded and 
turned into insulation for ski jackets or 
carpets, for example. This new area of 
“reclaimers” is about finding new uses 
for old materials—not just from retired 
products, but also from the waste 
material of other industries, like wood-
plastic composites that use sawdust 
from the conversion of softwood timber 
combined with a polymer resin to make 
injection-moldable components. 
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More than any other material, perhaps, 
plastic is too attached to the products 
that are derived from it. Unlike metal, 
glass, wood, or ceramic, the image  
of plastic is often accompanied by the 
representation of cheap, shiny products, 
or disposable packaging. When we think 
of landfill sites, however, we think of 
plastic products rather than the material 
itself. Plastic suffers from being too  
good at its job, from being used without 
any sense of what will happen to  
the material when the product is no 
longer useful.

The book also contains examples that 
challenge this image of plastic as the 
material of mass production. In this 
arena designers are continuing to look  
at nontraditional approaches to the 
production of plastic as a high-volume 
material. In this case, the definition of 
plastic as a material shifts from mass 
produced, identical units to the individual 
and personal, and with the rise in the 
use of rapid prototyping it is reasonable 
to assume that the entirely personalized 
product will soon be upon us. Already 

this can be observed to a degree in  
the introduction of new processing 
technologies, such as overmold 
decoration that is used to add decorative 
surfaces to products, personalizing them 
for local, cultural, and social markets. 
Here the expense of retooling is 
eliminated and plastic is given both new 
life and new sensorial possibilities by 
being allied with emotive materials such 
as metals, woods, and fabrics.

But plastic is also becoming more of an 
emotive material in its own right, one 
that has value as a communication tool 
and is able to be controlled, branded,  
and design-protected by the global OEMs 
(original equipment manufacturers), so 
that the material is seen as part of the 
product branding. Of course, the ability  
to mold or manufacture previously 
impossible shapes has meant that form-
making as an expression of brand is  
a well-trodden area. What is perhaps  
more interesting, however, is the 
possibility for companies to explore  
their brand through not only the surface 
qualities of materials, but also the use  
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of intelligent surfaces, or more emotive 
tools such as aromatic additives—a 
technology that exists, but which is 
largely unexplored territory. This area  
of emotive communication combined  
with the emerging use of nanotechnology, 
perhaps, may provide a platform for 
plastics to take on completely new 
meanings, functions, and roles, which 
essentially means that plastics will flow 
and weld themselves completely into 
other material families. These new 
hybrids may provide a path to an 
ultimate material where all technologies 
melt into a single form of plastic, or  
lead to a time when the opposite is true,  
when we have so many variations that 
the current definitions of woods, metals, 
glass, and plastics vanish from our 
vocabulary and lose their meaning. 

But the purpose of this book is to 
provoke you into questioning and  
thinking about a selection of what  
I think are some of the most interesting, 
original, and sometimes just plain fun 
plastics and plastic products in the  
world today.
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Snap Pentakis Dodecahedron
Designer: Tom Dixon
Manufacturer: Gabriel-Chemie

Dimensions 360mm diameter

Features  Decoration is embedded into the surface, which eliminates 
the possibility of colors being worn or scratched off

  Not limited to color; can be extended to other effects or 
additional properties

More www.tomdixon.net; www.gabriel-chemie.com

Applications  Various masterbatches include antimicrobial additives 
to enhance strength and durability, wear resistance, 
environmental resistance, plasticizers to soften plastics,  
and a range of decorative effects.

Color is not often the main priority in a 
designer’s specification. It tends to fall 
some way behind form and material on 
the sketch sheet, and often appears as 
the dressing once the other details are in 
order. However, the importance of color 
in design should never be understated. 

Color is one of the first things we notice 
when we look at an object. It is also  
one of the main driving forces behind 
trends, and can provide the revamping  
of a product’s identity without the need  
to completely retool the product itself. 

Through the addition of a masterbatch, 
designers have a limitless range of 
possibilities for color and decoration. 
Masterbatches are additives to any 
number of molded plastic products  
that serve to enhance performance  
and/or add color and detail.

Snap was created as an alternative  
to the plastic color samples that are 
traditionally sent out to designers.  
The object, consisting of 60 identical 
components that show the 18 colors,  
was created by Tom Dixon for Gabriel-
Chemie, to highlight the potential for 
color in the molding of plastics.

Exploring color’s 
full potential
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The potential of masterbatches—
concentrated additives for modifying  
and coloring plastics—is enormous.  
They carry out the task of giving plastic 
resins enhanced features, whether  
those features are performance-related 
or, as in this case, purely aesthetic. 

Clariant is one of the world’s leading 
producers of masterbatches. Along  
with scented, chromed, transparent,  
and other effects, one of Clariant’s  
most unusual products is a decorative 
effect called Splash.

This special-effect concentrate uses 
different colored particles that are 
blended together in a clear or colored 
base resin to form a series of smudges 
in the molded component. This means 
that specific effects can be created at 

Swatches from the Enigma range  
of Splash and Swirl effects
Manufacturer: Clariant

Splashtastic
Dimensions Swatch size 400x450mm

Features Unique visual effect

  Decoration is embedded into the surface, which eliminates 
the possibility of colors being worn or scratched off

More www.clariant.masterbatches.com

Applications  The effect can be incorporated into a range of plastic 
materials, including HDPE, PET, polystyrene, polypropylene, 
PVC, and SAN. For fashion accessories, these splodge effects 
can be seen as a competitor to the marbled, cloudy effects 
of cellulose acetate. Other potential applications include 
cosmetics packaging.

the same time as the molding process, 
including Tortoiseshell, Mosaic, Smoky 
Granite, and Graffiti.

Although masterbatches can be added  
to a whole range of plastic-processing 
methods, this particular effect is 
restricted to any injection- or blow-
molded component or conversion into 
sheet form. These effects may not be 
radical in themselves, but they are new 
to mass production, capturing a sense  
of fun and celebration of color.



Material becomes surface
PressLoad, made by Cellbond Composites, 
uses a clever surface design to create a 
valuable combination of strength, energy 
absorption, and lightness. 

Based on the same principle as an egg 
box, this is a semi-formed material, born 
out of technical innovation and designed 
for a robust engineering use. It also 
happens to be a fascinating material 
visually. Originally developed as a 
lightweight energy absorber to compete 
with honeycomb and other panel products, 
PressLoad is more of an innovation as a 
surface than as a material. 

There is a range of different geometries 
and materials according to application. 
Beyond thermoset and thermoformed 
plastics, which include polypropylene  
and polycarbonate, the principle of this 
surface can also be used in aluminum 
alloys. Although the standard form is a 
sheet, PressLoad can also be formed 
into curves, where it performs well as  
an impact absorber.

Features Exceptional flexibility when sandwiched

 Excellent energy absorption

 Cost-effective

 Low cost, high production rates 

 Recyclable 

More www.cellbond.com

Applications  This structural panel has uses in aerospace, architectural, 
marine, and automotive industries. It can be used for ceiling 
and roof panels in the rail and automotive industry, in the 
manufacture of hoods and fenders in cars, as decorative 
panels in the retail and home environments, for raised  
floors, interior and exterior cladding, and for room dividers.  
It can also be used for impact protection in transport, and  
in exhibition stands and decorative panels.
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Sublime color
There are several methods of applying 
decoration and color to plastics once 
they have been molded. Although used 
for some time in the textile industry and 
other two-dimensional print applications, 
sublimation coating or painting is a new 
technology for surface decorating in 
three-dimensional plastic moldings. 

Applied as a secondary process after 
molding, the process works by heating 
up the printed image or effect and 
vaporizing it so that it is absorbed onto 
the substrate. It can be used on a range 
of materials, with the only restriction 
being that the substrate is able to 
withstand the temperature of the process.

The sublimation coating is more than  
just a skin: the process embeds the 
pattern between 20 and 30 microns into 
the surface of the plastic, allowing for 
components to take on a variety of 
colors, images, and decorative effects. 
Because the dyes penetrate the surface 
of the plastic, the decoration is much 
more resistant to wear than other 
techniques, such as in-mold decoration. 

The process can be used to decorate and 
personalize standard products without 
the need to retool, which can be useful 
for seasonal and fashion-led products 
such as skis, where colors or images 
with exceptional resistance to wear can 
be applied to existing tooled designs.

Dimensions 40mm diameter

Features Excellent scratch and wear resistance

 High resolution

 Can be applied to a range of materials including nonplastics 

  Can be used to decorate large-scale moldings 

  Easy to customize parts and provide customer  
differentiation without retooling

 Can be applied to small- or large-scale production

More www.kolorfusion.com

 www.functionalaesthetics.plastics.dupont.com

Applications  Sporting goods, consumer appliances, and electronics, where 
a permanent wear-resistant image is required onto a molded 
piece. Can be applied to a range of different materials,   
even on a very large scale.
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Total clarity
When polypropylene (PP) was first introduced, it 
ushered in a new area of possibilities for plastic 
products, including live hinges, cost-effectiveness, 
and toughness. What it lacked, however, was the 
ability to be completely transparent, having a slight 
milky haze. When polypropylene is seen alone, this 
milkiness is not very evident, but when viewed next 
to a piece of PET (polyethylene terephthalate), it is 
obvious which one is transparent.

Milliken has a rich history of technical innovation, 
and since the 1980s it has been developing clarifying 
agents to overcome this problem with PP. Its latest 
generation of clear polypropylene should help it 
compete more with the likes of crystal-clear PET. 

Clear polypropylene 
jewel cases
 

Collar from a perfume  
cap provided by DuPont  
functional aesthetics

Dimensions 142x124mm

Features High clarity

 Cost-effective

 Ability to incorporate live hinges

 Widely available

 Low density

 Good chemical resistance

 Good strength and rigidity

 Recyclable

More www.clearpp.com; www.milliken.com

Applications  Food and nonfood packaging, centrifugal tubes, 
disposable syringes for the medical industry, 
blow-molded bottles.
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Metalized engineering plastics

021020
Surface effect in injection molding

Form-dictated 
patterns

The greatness of plastic is the fact that each component 
that comes out of the machine looks exactly the same 
with a high degree of technical skill ensuring this 
uniformity. What is particularly interesting with the 
intervention in the injection-molding process shown in 
this particular example is not just the fact that it brings 
a new possibility to the surface decoration of plastics, 
but that this marbling effect is a direct result of the 
form of the molded product.

Add Mix has developed a “dosing” process, where, using 
virtually any type of granular material, the process of 
adding different colors during injection molding offers  
a way of producing plastic components where the  
surface decoration can be controlled to give different 
swirling effects. 

The nature of these effects is the result of the flow of 
plastics into the cavity of the tool. Therefore, a simple 
shape such as a flowerpot will have a very different 
pattern to a more complex part with more junctions  
and joints. Nevertheless, because the flow of material  
is the same each time, the patterns can be reproduced  
as multiples, no matter how complicated they are.

Dimensions 220x200mm diameter

Features Distinctive visual quality

 Existing mold

 Existing machines

 Add-on to different molding machines

 No size limitations

 Can use existing tooling to create  
 something unique

  Can be used for performs for blow moldings

More www.addmix.com

Applications  Cosmetics, jewelry, fashion accessories,  
and garden furniture, where it offers a pattern  
similar to ceramic glazing.

Metal coated snips
Manufacturer: FPSA

Metal skinsThink of the door handles on the inside of  
a car, with sleek, semi-organic contours,  
or the caps on perfume bottles. These 
accessories may appear to be metal, but  
in many cases are merely plastic moldings 
with a thick, hard, protective metallic skin. 
This is a technology that is partly concerned 
with perception of products, but also the 
practical side of product manufacturing and 
assembly. Delrin acetal resins and other 
engineering polymers have traditionally  
been difficult to metalize, and although it is 
possible to injection-mold metals, it incurs 
higher costs than plastic injection molding. 

Metalizing plastics is not particularly new 
technology, having been used on materials 
such as ABS for some time. However,  
what is new is their use on engineering 
polymers. This allows products to get  
one step closer not only to replicating  
the surface of metal, but also to some  
of the mechanical properties of metals. 

Apart from aesthetics, one of the 
commercial uses for this type of plating 
allows for a single engineering polymer  
to replace applications that might have 
required two components. A perfume cap, 
for example, would traditionally be made 
from two moldings—a metal-plated ABS 
outer cover over a chemically resistant 
acetyl resin. This new process allows  
the product to be made from a single 
engineering component that can be plated.

The technology means that just by  
looking at a product it would be impossible 
to know that the substrate was plastic.  
It is also another example of plastics 
encroaching on the territory of other 
materials, using surface as a way to 
combine the processing of one material  
with the functional and decorative  
surface of another.  

Features Allows for engineering polymers to be plated

 Decorative

 Corrosion resistant

 Wear resistant

 Hard

  Can be cost-effective due to the reduction in the 
number of components 

More www.functionalaesthetics.plastics.dupont.com

Applications  Door handles in cars, plating in the medical 
industry, perfume packaging that requires 
a high level of decoration combined with 
chemical resistance.

Flowerpot showing the effect of 
injection-molding surface effects
Designer: Addmix
Manufacturer: Addmix



There are two noteworthy aspects to  
in-mold decoration using plastic films. 
The first is the process, in which the 
films are used as functional and 
decorative elements for enhancing molded 
plastic products. This allows for these 
printed films to be applied to molded 
parts during the forming process—a 
cost-effective method for applying a 
range of skins to components without 
secondary processing. The second 
aspect is to do with the films themselves. 

Autotype is a leading company in the 
production of in-mold decorating films, 
Two of its most interesting films rely  
on some fantastic technology. The first 
is Autoflex MARAG™ (Motheye 
AntiReflection and AntiGlare). Using 
nanotechnology, this film replicates the 
eye structure of a moth, which collects 
as much light as possible but eliminates 
any reflection that might attract 
predators. This phenomenon has been 
converted into a single-layer film that 
has the advantage of increasing 
perceived brightness on a range of 
portable LCD displays without 
compromising either the viewing  
angle or clarity of the screen. 

Another interesting product is Autoflex 
HiForm-M, a polycarbonate film that has 
the ability to self-heal, repairing itself of 
minor scratches. The surface of the film 
is continually moving, which results in the 
scratches disappearing within 24 hours.

Features  Allows for virtually any pattern to be added as a skin

 Easy to customize products without retooling

 High and low production runs

  A range of films are available that are scratch,  
chemical, and abrasion resistant

  Cost-effective as it is part of the production cycle

More www.autotype.com

Applications  Cellphone lenses (which exploit the scratch-resistant film), 
cases and keypads, electronic and flat-panel displays, 
membrane touch-switches, and interior and exterior 
automotive accessories.

Features  Chemically dissimilar materials can be joined 

 Permanent bond; Clean technology

 Cost-saving

  Less complex than traditional mechanical joints, 
such as glue, screws, or welding

  Dissimilar materials can be separated and recycled

More www.dupont.com

Applications  This technology is still in its early stages, but the 
potential for joining dissimilar materials opens new 
doors to material combinations that have previously 
been difficult or expensive. Costs can be reduced 
when a part does not have to use a single expensive 
material when a second cheaper alternative can 
be used. The process also allows for hard and soft 
materials to be combined economically.Adventures in film

022
In-mold decoration

All join together
023
Structural bonding

The world of fixings deserves a book  
all to itself, as there are thousands of 
combinations of materials, adhesives, 
mechanical fasteners, and welding. 
Advice on joining similar materials can 
be quite easy to obtain, but information 
on joining dissimilar materials can be 
much harder to find (and understand). 
For example, engineering polymers are 
difficult to join because of their excellent 
chemical resistance.

“Micromechanical anchoring” is a method 
of joining any two differing materials, 
including engineering polymers. The 
process was developed by DuPont. The 
project began as an investigation into 
how to join polyethylene (PE) and 
polyoxymethylene (POM) in fuel 
containers—a process previously achieved 
by welding. Researchers came up with a 
new process to join not only these two 
materials, but any two materials. It 
involves overmolding a porous interface 
sheet of plastic onto a plastic component. 
This component is then placed into a 
molding tool, where a second component 
in a different material can be overmolded. 
The porosity of the sheet allows the 
melted material to flow into the pores to 
give a gripping effect similar to Velcro.

This process relies on a mechanical 
effect rather than a chemical interface, 
and has a continuous in use temperature 
limitation of 140°F (60°C)—above this, 
the film is open to attack. This can be  
an advantage as components can be 
separated for recycling. The main 
restriction of the technology is that at 
least two of the components must be 
overmolded with the film.

Polar S810i heart rate monitor
Manufacturer: Polar
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